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ABSTRACT 

Background – The translocator protein 18kDA (TSPO) is closely related to diffuse inflammatory 

demyelinating injury and hence represents an ideal target for brain imaging in progressive-MS 

pathology in vivo. However, quantification of the TSPO is associated with number of challenges 

corresponding to its genetic polymorphism and localization in the CNS and surroundings. 

Subsequent inaccuracy in TSPO quantification with plasma concentration or anatomical brain 

reference region proposes for implementation of alternative quantification approaches that are 

hypothesized to compensate the shortcomings. 

Objectives – This study has tried to perform a comparative evaluation of novel quantification 

approaches for analyzing neuroinflammation using 11C-PBR28 tracer in MR-PET brain imaging of 

the patients with SPMS versus healthy control participants. 

Methods – Nine secondary progressive MS and 11 healthy controls have been examined in 3Tesla 

MR and (11C-PBR28) PET brain imaging in Turku PET Centre (TPC). Brain segmentation and 

image preprocessing were fulfilled using Freesurfer v.5.3 and SPM12 toolset in MATLAB. Lesion 

and ROIs delineation was performed via in house software. Tracer binding activity was measured, 

and volume of distribution was quantified via 2TCM compartmental model. Four brain reference 

regions were considered for normalization of the values, consisted of three anatomical reference 

regions in addition to one supervised clustering pseudo-references modified version of the 

algorithm developed in the Harvard university for similar aim. 

Results – The results of this study obtained via examination of several kinetic models, data and 

partial volume correction steps aimed at narrowing down the selected approaches and accounting 

the apparently most robust method for the higher-level analysis and the statistical examination. 

However, through neither of the steps any result represented a significant support for the H1 

hypothesis in this study.  

The low signal to noise ratio of the PET imaging data with the utilized radioligand and the 

diffusivity of the TSPO in the MS brain, along with the complexity of quantification caused by the 

polymorphism genotype and the affinity binding of the radiotracer in MS brains and blood plasma 

are the greatest obstacles challenging the analysis of the PET-MR imaging data in the pathological 

studies of the MS in vivo.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is an inflammatory neurodegeneration disease of the central 

nervous system (CNS) accompanied by diffuse and focal lesions and axonal demyelination 

induced by immunogenic processes within the brain and spinal cord. The Secondary 

Progressive Multiple Sclerosis (SPMS) as the most common progressive form of the 

disease is characterized by worsening neurological and physical disability over the time. 

Moreover, it is associated with chronic plaques, diffuse inflammatory process with 

widespread activation of microglia and axonal degradation, within the normal appearing 

white (NAWM) and gray matter (NAGM). Unfortunately, there is no curative remedy for 

multiple sclerosis, and so far, the therapeutic and medical approaches are restricted to 

disease modifying therapy (DMT) that would only help reducing the intensity of the 

occurring symptoms and suppressing the inflammatory activities (Costello et al., 2014). 

During the past decades, despite considerable improvement with developing of such 

treatments for RRMS, there is still only few therapeutic approaches for SPMS (Inojosa et 

al., 2021). Furthermore, the belated diagnosis of SPMS and transition from RRMS have 

been a principal obstacle for delivering a prompt and effective treatment to the patients. 

However, defining methods and solutions to facilitate the early diagnosis could open a 

window of opportunities to attain curative therapy of MS (Inojosa et al., 2021).  

Neuroinflammation and activated glial cells, predominantly microglia are found to be the 

main driving forces of the neurodegeneration, demyelination, and axonal death in MS 

(Chen & Guilarte, 2008; Compston & Coles, 2008). The 18 Kilo-Dalton translocator 

protein (18kDa / TSPO) first described as Peripheral benzodiazepine Receptor (PBR) is 

highly upregulated inside the glial cells, and in smaller extent in reactive astrocytes, as a 

consistent result of the microglia activation (Veronese et al., 2018). Therefore, it is 

considered to be an ideal target for positron emission tomography (PET) imaging of 

neuroinflammation in vivo, as several radio-ligands have been developed with appropriate 

binding assay to quantify this particular neuroinflammatory disease biomarker.  

Along with the clinical examinations and laboratory results, neuroimaging plays a key role 

in the modern diagnosis and in monitoring of the disease. Despite the outstanding role of 

MR imaging in the diagnosis and monitoring of MS, this imaging modality lacks sensitivity 

in terms of dissecting various pathological features in MS brain. In this regard, recent 
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studies have demonstrated the usability of positron emission tomography to complement 

MRI-based studies, as PET allows detailed molecular and neuroreceptor imaging in brain 

in vivo (Sahab et al., 2007; Ziemssen et al., 2019). 

For the past 25 years, the TSPO-binding tracer PK11195, labeled with [11C] has been 

widely used in PET imaging of the neuroinflammation (Sucksdorff et al., 2020). However, 

the quantification of 11C-PK11195 data poses a number of challenges stemming from either 

the ligand’s affinity to some binding sites in the blood such as platelets and blood proteins 

(Yaqub et al., 2012) , or/and the extensive distribution of TSPO in the normal brain and 

blood brain barrier (BBB) (Anderson et al., 2007; Turkheimer et al., 2007), an indication 

of abundant non-specific binding. These hindrances have motivated the development of 

novel TSPO ligands referred to as the second-generation ligands. Such practices strive for 

improving the shortcomings in imaging with 11C-PK11195, for instance signal-to-noise 

ratio and enhanced quantification outcome in PET data (Chauveau et al., 2008). Thus far, 

the ideal image quality has not been delivered, which may relate to a number of obstacles 

such as over intensified TSPO binding on the BBB, restricted instrumentation, and 

unavailability of tissue reference region, and last but not least, nucleotide polymorphism 

in the TSPO gene that variates the binding affinity in different participants (Turkheimer et 

al., 2015).   

Tackling such difficulties barricading adequate analysis and quantification requires the 

implementation of methods that allow identifying the TSPO fraction which specifically 

represents the inflammatory response due to MS, distinct form the widespread nonspecific 

binding sites within the CNS and its surroundings (Delforge et al., 1996) Applying such 

methods, imposes introducing a suitable reference area with similar perfusion 

characteristics to ones of the target tissue but lacking the ligand’s target biomarker. 

Nonetheless, the heterogeneous distribution of TSPO alongside the unknown localization 

of microglial activation avoids selecting an anatomical reference region a-priori 

(Turkheimer et al., 2015; Yaqub et al., 2012), and therefore, a pseudo reference region 

obtained via classification algorithms on voxel clusters in the brain is hypothesized to be a 

suitable alternative.  

Considering the challenges in the conventional methods for quantification of the activity 

concentration of the radioligand in MS brains, this study has investigated the different 

mathematical models and quantification approaches aiming to suggest a robust method for 
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obtaining the most reliable results for this purpose. Several quantification methods 

including the modeling of different TSPO binding values normalized on bases of both 

anatomical and supervise clustering pseudo reference region have been selected and 

implemented for the analysis of the data acquired from SPMS patients compared to that of 

a group of healthy controls. Accordingly, the results obtained via selected methods have 

been evaluated and compared to each other, aimed at finding a favorably efficient approach 

to be suggested to the future progressive MS studies in vivo. 
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2. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

2.1 Multiple Sclerosis 

Multiple sclerosis is a chronic autoimmune-mediated disease, characterized by focal and 

diffuse lesions in the Central Nervous System, resulting from demyelination and 

neurodegeneration in the white matter (WM) and grey matter (GM) (Filippi et al., 2012; 

Ziemssen et al., 2019) Neurodegeneration, axonal demyelination, and their corresponding 

clinical impairment in advance stages of MS are followed by series of life threatening 

physical and cognitive disability that permanently affects the patients’ lives, if not leading 

to death (Ghasemi et al., 2016). According to World Health Organization (WHO), in 2016 

the global prevalence of MS was estimated to 2.3 million, with rate of 35 cases per 100,000 

world-wide. The estimated number indicates that the age-standardized prevalence rate of 

the disease has raised 10.4% since 1990 (Bezzini & Battaglia, 2017; Wallin et al., 2019). 

Being the most common cause of neuro-traumatic neurological disability among young 

adults, MS usually occurs between 20 to 40 years of age. However, the disease can affect 

humans in other age ranges as well. Hence the disease not only jeopardizes the individuals’ 

lives, but also it provokes social and economic burden in the human society (Compston & 

Coles, 2008b; Lebrun-Frenay et al., 2017). 

2.2 Disease course and subtypes 

The natural history of MS varies in different patients regarding the span and the severity 

of the disease (Figure 1). The initial stage in majority of the patients starts with a bout of 

neurological symptoms suggestive of MS, when the pathological entity is called clinically 

isolated syndrome (CIS). Relapsing Remitting MS is the most common type of the disease 

encompassing almost 85-90 percent of the early patients (Compston & Coles, 2008). At 

this stage, acute symptoms can be fully or partially recovered after the onset, and symptoms 

may go away over a few days. Nonetheless, a very rare phenotype of the disease, named 

Primary Progressive Multiple Sclerosis can appear at disease onset in about 10 percent of 

the cases (Gross & Watson, 2017). 
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Figure 1. An overview of the Multiple Sclerosis, different phenotypes, and their key aspects 

 

A majority of the patients with RRMS, gradually develop worsening disability leading 

towards the secondary progressive MS after 15 to 35 years from the onset (Compston & 

Coles, 2008; Kantarci & Weinshenker, 2005). Topography of demyelination and 

neurodegeneration in SPMS demonstrates a diverse range of vulnerability in different CNS 

regions. However, the diffuse atrophy, widespread neuroinflammation, microglia 

activation and axonal damage can appear in the entire central nervous system, including 

the normal appearing white and gray matter (Chen & Guilarte, 2008; Weinshenker, 1995). 

A broad number of studies reveal that the major physical impairments of the disease 

generally appear in vision, muscle control, balance, and autonomic systems due to its 

effects on the motor-sensory cortices, optic nerve, brain, and spinal cord. However, in 
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addition to the disease-specific aspects, some patients may experience a group of other 

symptoms such as Lhermitte’s 1, and the Uhthoff 2 phenomena (Compston & Coles, 2008). 

2.3 Risk factors and prevalence of MS 

It is widely believed that the interaction of multiple genetic and environmental factors are 

the driving forces of the MS, among which age, sex, vitamin D serum level, experiencing 

infectious diseases, genetic susceptibility and environmental exposure are the most 

considerable parameters (Compston & Coles, 2008; Kamel, 2019). Viral infections such 

as Epstein-barr are also considerably associated with onset of MS. A direct viral injury to 

the nervous system tissue can result in an autoimmune damage to the myelin by 

immunogenic exposure of the myelin antigens. On the other hand, molecular emulation 

between virus antigens and myelin constituents can expose the myelin molecules to the 

immune response, ending up destroying the myelin sheath (Ascherio & Munger, 2010; 

Love, 2006). 

Statistics indicate that women are twice as men in risk of developing Multiple Sclerosis. 

There is a familial recurrence rate of 20% with Multiple Sclerosis, with the reduction risk 

ratio of 3:1 percent, as the relation changes from the fist-degree to second and third-degree 

relatives. Epidemiology and social-health studies suggest strong evidence for the 

environmental factors involved in MS. The disease global distribution varies 

geographically, as increasing with latitudinal distance from the equator. The highest rate 

with over 100/100 000 has been declared in Scotland and parts of Scandinavia and Canada 

(Love, 2006). Particularly in Finland, where this study is being performed, the popularity 

has been estimated to 130/100 000 with annual incidence rate of 7/100 000 until 2014 

(Compston & Coles, 2008). Moreover, migration from a high-prevalence to a lower-

prevalence area reduces the risk of developing MS in individuals and vice versa (Love, 

2006). 

 

1 Lhermitte’s sign appears as electrical signals that radiate downwards in the spine, towards the legs, trunk, 

and over the limbs at time of wrong neck movement or flexion. 

 
2 Uhthoff phenomenon is considered as the worsened symptoms following the body temperature elevation, 

e.g., a hot bath or exercising 
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2.4 Diagnosis of Multiple Sclerosis 

Diagnosis of MS in early stages, particularly in relapsing remitting form, is based on 

clinical examinations, imaging of CNS and assessment of laboratory parameters such as 

cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), with regards to a set of principles called McDonald criteria 

involving the evidence of the disease’s dissemination in time (DIT) and space (DIS) 

(Barkhof et al., 1997; Rissanen, 2015). In subjects of SPMS subtype, even though the 

diagnostic techniques remain quite similar, the gradual and smooth advancement of the 

disease alters the assignment of the diagnosis process to any certain classification, as it is 

for RRMS. Transition from RRMS to SPMS is thought to be a key determinant of long-

term disease prognosis (Scalfari et al., 2014). However, imaging criteria and biomarkers 

are not available for distinguishing RRMS from SPMS. Secondary Progressive MS is 

diagnosed retrospectively and given that the SPMS is the following advancement of the 

RRMS, confirmation of this stage is associated with series of examinations to assess (using 

the expanded disability status scale, EDSS) if the transformation of the disease shows a 

sign of permanent worsening of disability (Rissanen, 2015).  

EDSS is the most popular rating system used for valuation of different stages of disability 

in the disease, ranging from 0 to 10. Score 0 represents no disability in the subject, whereas 

10 implies death due to MS (Rissanen, 2015). Different EDSS scores and their implication 

are presented in Table 1. 
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Table 1. EDSS, summary of the disability scores indication  

Reprinted from (Rissanen, 2015) 

EDSS 

Score 
Disability stage 

  

0.0 Normal neurological exam 

1.0 No disability, minimal signs in one FS 

1.5 No disability, minimal signs in more than one FS 

2.0 Minimal disability in one FS 

2.5 Minimal disability in two FS 

3.0 Moderate disability in one FS though fully ambulatory; or mild disability in three or 

four FS though fully ambulatory 

3.5 
Fully ambulatory but with moderate disability in one FS and mild disability in one 

or two FS and others 0 or 1; or fully ambulatory with two FS grade; or fully 

ambulatory with five FS grade 2 

4.0 
Ambulatory without aid or rest for ≥500 meters; up and about some 12 hours a day 

despite relatively severe disability consisting of one FS grade 4 or combinations of 

lesser grades exceeding limits of previous steps 

4.5 
Ambulatory without aid or rest for ≥300 meters; up and about much of the day, 

characterized by relatively severe disability usually consisting of one FS grade 4 and 

combination of lesser grades exceeding limits of previous steps 

5.0 Ambulatory without aid or rest for ≥200 meters 

5.5 Ambulatory without aid or rest for ≥100 meters 

6.0 Unilateral assistance (cane or crutch) required to walk at least 100 meters with or 

without resting (see chapter 8, Ambulation) 

6.5 Constant bilateral assistance (canes or crutches) required to walk at least 20 meters 

without resting (see chapter 8, Ambulation) 

7.0 Unable to walk 5 meters even with aid, essentially restricted to wheelchair; wheels 

self and transfers alone; up and about in wheelchair some 12 hours a day 

7.5 Unable to take more than a few steps; restricted to wheelchair; may need some help 

in transferring and in wheeling self 

8.0 Essentially restricted to bed or chair or perambulated in wheelchair, but out of bed 

most of day; retains many self‐care functions; generally, has effective use of arms 

8.5 Essentially restricted to bed much of the day; has some effective use of arm(s); 

retains some self‐care functions 

9.0 Helpless bed patient; can communicate and eat 

9.5 Totally helpless bed patient; unable to communicate effectively or eat/swallow 

10.0 Death due to MS 
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2.5 MS Pathogenesis  

Multiple Sclerosis involves neuro-inflammation mediated by T-cells based on the 

peripheral lymphatic system, migrating through the cerebrospinal fluid, and penetrate the 

BBB into CNS. The infiltrating T-cells that mediate the inflammation, initiate the tissue 

injury in the brain and cause axonal demyelination, progressive neurodegeneration, and 

neuronal death. Neuroinflammation in brief, is referred to as an overactive inflammatory 

response in the CNS, drawn by a series of mediators resulting from the resident microglia 

and astrocytes, peripherally derived immune cells, and endothelial cells within the central 

nervous system (DiSabato et al., 2016). Subsequent effects of neuroinflammation lead to 

further physiological and immunological defects depending on the neurological 

pathologies involved. As the disease evolves from the early phase (RRMS) to the 

Secondary Progressive MS, the inflammatory response itself subsides gradually, whereas 

oxidative injury and cellular damages become intensified due to patients’ aging, disease 

advancement and the lesion burden (Haider et al., 2016). 

Furthermore, innate immune system in the CNS may play a key role in demyelination and 

axonal degradation in the brain and the spinal cord, mediated by microglia (Haider et al., 

2016; Lassmann et al., 2007). Microglia are the central nervous system’s macrophages 

with a major role in its innate immune capacity, present in both gray and white matter of 

the brain and spinal cord, comprising 10% of the CNS population. These glial cells are the 

focal point in any neuroinflammation argument, due to their active role in 

neuroinflammation course (Ginhoux et al., 2013). Microglia propagate the inflammatory 

signals, initiated in the periphery, as a pivotal response in coordinated communication 

between the immune system and the brain (e.g., in case of infection, microglia become 

activated and act as inflammatory mediators). The increased expression of cytokines and 

activation of microglia in essence, are intended to benefit the host organisms by protecting 

against the infection and diseases. Contrarily, the amplified or long-term and chronic 

microglia activation can result in disadvantageous pathological changes and neurological 

complications (DiSabato et al., 2016).  

An important outcome of the activated microglia is the upregulation of the 18 Kilo Dalton 

translocator protein (TSPO), expressed throughout the entire body and brain, and 

especially in the glial cells of the brain parenchyma and in smaller extent in reactive 

astrocytes (Veronese et al., 2018). The translocator protein 18kDa, previously referred to 
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as Peripheral Benzodiazepine Receptor (PBR), is a ubiquitous cholesterol binding protein 

highly contained in glandular and secretory organs and with intermediate levels in 

microglial tissues (Figure 2) (Batarseh & Papadopoulos, 2010). TSPO is found to be 

localized on the outer mitochondrial membrane within the glial cells, involving in various 

cellular functions such as mitochondrial respiration, cholesterol transportation, cell 

proliferation and oxidative stress (Batarseh & Papadopoulos, 2010). The activation of 

microglia caused by active brain diseases is associated with de novo expression of TSPO, 

increasingly expressed in many cerebral pathological states, like Huntington’s disease 

(HD), MS and brain ischemia (Gerhard et al., 2006; Ouchi et al., 2005). Also, in vivo 

studies suggest increased TSPO binding in Parkinson’s disease (PD) and Alzheimer’s 

disease (AD) alongside microglial activation (Tomasi et al., 2008).  

 

 

Figure 2. The presence of abundant TSPO on the endothelium besides activated microglia and 

macrophages in brain tissue.  

Cropped and reprinted from (Rizzo et al., 2014) 

 

2.5.1 RRMS and SPMS, distinct characteristics and mechanism 

Early neuroinflammatory events as mentioned above, with direct or indirect impacts on the 

axonal loss and formation of the lesions, mostly occur in the primary phase of the disease 

and remain principal causes of the progression in the further stages. However, for better 
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identifying the behavior of the disease in each stage, illustration of a group of distinct 

characteristics that vary in different disease phenotypes would be essential. MS lesions, 

regarding the presence of macrophages and activated  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Microglia can be categorized into two main groups of ‘acute’ and ‘chronic’ lesions, of 

which the former is closely infiltrated by macrophages consisting of demyelinating 

products scattered in the entire lesion. Chronic lesions are also split into active and inactive 

groups. The active chronic lesions are enclosed in a rim of macrophages with myelin 

degradation products besides containing advanced level myelin degradation products in 

the center of the lesion, while the chronic inactive plaques are identified by a sharp border 

without macrophages or active microglia (Fischer et al., 2009; Kutzelnigg & Lassmann, 

2014).  
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Brain reserve, cognition reserve, compensatory mechanism 

RRMS    Relapsing SPMS   Non-Relapsing SPMS 

     Decreasing treatment options 

Figure 3. . Illustration of the transition phase on the natural history of MS, From RRMS to 

SPMS, the brain reserve, cognitive reserve and other compensatory mechanisms 

may cover early clinical manifestations of the progressive disease. As these 

mechanisms are exhausted, patients are more easily aware of newer and 

progressive symptoms. Similarly, approved treatment options decrease as the 

disease progresses  

Reprinted from (Inojosa et al., 2021) 
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EDSS Progression

 

Figure 4. Challenges and future approaches for the diagnosis and definition of SPMS  

Modified and reprinted from (Inojosa et al., 2019). 

 

RRMS is accompanied by acute lesions in WM that correlate with clinical relapses (Brück 

et al., 1995), whereas in SPMS the majority of the lesions are of chronic type, being either 

active, smoldering (slowly expanding active lesions) or inactive. Widespread and diffuse 

inflammation, scattered microglia activation and lymphocytes are also the characteristics, 

appearing throughout the WM and GM, in SPMS brains (Kutzelnigg & Lassmann, 2014; 

Magliozzi et al., 2010). Moreover, several in vivo imaging studies demonstrated that in 

SPMS brains, lesions in the low perfusion areas tend to accumulate and expand, the 

occurrence that is not observed in early disease levels. This phenomenon may stem from 

the fact that the early lesions which have formed at any site of the brain, would disappear 

partly due to resolution of oedema and remyelination. On the other hand, in areas exposed 

to low blood perfusion, early lesions persist and accumulate suggesting a stronger tissue 

damage (Holland et al., 2011). 
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Figure 5. Uneven distribution of hallmarks of MS lesions, leads to four patterns classification of 

lesions 

Modified figure inspired by manuscript of (Rissanen, 2015)  

 

In spite of the scattered and diffuse disease markers, the intensity of TSPO binding 

demonstrates a gradient, varying in different sites across the subcategories of the disease 

(Rissanen, 2015). Different MS studies have discussed variety of brain areas with 

significant TSPO density due to MS, correlating to disease features such as the phenotype, 

disease duration and presence of relapses. These studies suggest an increasing TSPO 

binding in acute lesions compared to chronic plaques, elevated TSPO in scattered areas 

relating to demyelinating lesions, NAWM and deep gray matter such as Thalami and 

Brainstem, gadolinium enhanced active lesions along with non-enhancing T2 lesions in 

presence of relapses and in non-relapsing states, while T2 lesions in general is considered 

to contain similar TSPO density as of the NAWM. Considering that the TSPO upregulation 

and its subsequent effects show a dissimilar distribution in the CNS, MS lesions can be 

classified in four patterns as illustrated in Figure 5 (Rissanen, 2015). 
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2.5.2 Translocator protein 18kDA (TSPO) in MS studies 

Therapy response and the clinical progression indicate that MS is a heterogeneous disorder. 

This finding is also suggested by the investigation of radiological and histopathological 

changes of the disease. Hence, defining the features that distinctively facilitate the 

diagnosis and prognosis of MS would be a key to open this mystery box. In this matter, the 

objectively measurable biomarkers of the disease would be an important target to identify 

(Filippi et al., 2012; Ziemssen et al., 2019). A biomarker (limited to imaging biomarkers 

in this study) as a specific index of pathological process and pharmacological reaction to 

therapy, is defined as an existent indicator in subjects with a certain disease, while it is 

absent or less significantly detected either in healthy people or in the patients with other 

deficits. An important peculiarity of a biomarker is the dependence of its concentration to 

the changes in the state of the disease, e.g., the biomarker’s concentration can show 

consistent or contrary relation with worsening or inhibition of the disease symptoms 

(Ziemssen et al., 2019). In the pathological studies of MS, the translocator protein 18kDa 

(TSPO) as an identified marker of MS, has represented an ideal target for PET imaging of 

neuroinflammation in vivo (Venneti et al., 2006; Veronese et al., 2018). 

2.6 Imaging modalities for MS study in vivo 

In longitudinal monitoring of progressive MS and neuropathological studies in vivo, the 

use of modern neuroimaging plays a salient role in the follow up and assessment of the 

disease’s progression. In addition, it allows non-invasive, safe, and cost-effective 

observation process providing advance data format that is believed to be highly promising 

for discovering the early driving forces and motivations of the disease onset  (Russell, 

2017). In contrast, the classical neuropathology either using postmortem brains or brain 

biopsies is not only time consuming and costly, but also not allowing an interventional and 

longitudinal studies (Lewis, 2002).  

The in vivo pathological study of neurodegenerative disorders such as MS, requires the 

observation of neurophysiology of the CNS, which is closely dependent to the functional 

processes in the targeted areas. The quantification of such functions relies on the 

measurements of compound transport considering blood flow, enzymatic rates and 

receptor densities. The concentration of the endogenous compounds, being transformed, 

transported, or bound to receptors cannot be detected and quantified directly. Therefore, 
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injecting a tracer, concentration of which can be observed and measured via imaging tools 

is believed to be an effective conventional solution (Turkheimer et al., 2014). A tracer can 

be injected in a short bolus and accordingly the concentration’s change across tissue 

compartments be measured in a dynamic experiment. Measurement of a tracer should 

follow three principles as follows: 

1) The tracer should be in small portion to not to alter or perturb the system’s 

essential functions (Phelps et al., 1979). 

2) Interaction of the tracer with the system must be predictable, informative, and 

reproducible. 

3) Tracer’s concentration needs to be measured quantitatively (Turkheimer et al., 

2014). 

Experimental design of an in vivo study demands carefully evaluating both tracers’ and 

imaging modalities’ compliance with the above-mentioned principles.  

MRI: The MR imaging data is basically a computerized outcome of the interaction 

between the magnetic field of the scanner and certain spinning atomic nuclei, which absorb 

radio frequency (RF) energy of the magnetic field. In medical and research MRI, the most 

commonly used nucleus is that of the Hydrogen atom within the body organs being brain 

and spinal in the case of brain imaging. Nuclei like hydrogen’s, with odd number of protons 

and/or neutrons, while spinning produce a small magnetic field called magnetic moment 

(Hoult & Bhakar, 1997). Magnetic moment is perpendicular to the orbit axes of the nuclei 

and is analogous to a tiny magnet bar with north-south poles. The spinning direction of 

vast number of nuclei are randomly oriented and hence resulting in no magnetic field. 

However, being exposed to a strong external magnetic field such as that of MRI scanner 

the spins align to the given direction via angular momentum causing a precession at a 

certain rate of magnetic moment around the external magnetic field called Larmor 

frequency (Liney, 2006). At this stage, if a radio frequency pulse is applied, it can distort 

the parallel state and shift the magnetic moments away from the field. As soon as the RF 

pulse is suspended, the system will reform the parallel alignment with same characteristics 

and presence of the RF at the Larmour frequency. Through such transition, spins will 

release the energy received from RF pulse, a process called relaxation (Turkheimer et al., 
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2014).The detectors of the scanner measure the relaxation in both forms of longitudinal 

(T1) and transverse (T2) during the realignment and diphase process. To obtain the MR 

images, the magnetic fields are to change across the tissue, imposed by the magnetic 

gradients. Larmor frequency varies in space allowing the signal encoding-retrievals in the 

field of view (Turkheimer et al., 2014).  

In addition to the role of structural MRI in clinical research that enables obtaining of high-

quality imaging data with excellent resolution, the possibility of tracer methodology for 

MR imaging, with use of compounds labelled with nuclides such as 13C that can produce 

nuclear magnetic signals is worth to mention (Liney, 2006). However, at the moment the 

application of tracer methodology in functional MRI has strict limitations. The very known 

restriction is the low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) that requires large concentrations of 

radionuclide in order to result in an adequate resolution in a proper time. Additionally, 

obtaining absolute quantification with use of functional MRI poses a series of difficulties 

that represent the MRI, as an imperfect modality for nuclear-functional imaging that does 

not comply the principles of tracer measurements. Therefore, pursuing tracer quantification 

for molecular neuropathology study is not achievable with MRI as a standalone source of 

observation. On the other hand, Positron Emission Tomography is the modality that suits 

the three principles of tracer measurement the best (Turkheimer et al., 2015). 

Positron Emission Tomography: Positron emission tomography is a functional 

nuclear imaging technology broadly used in today’s molecular and chemical 

neuropathology. PET imaging allows measuring of the distribution and concentration of 

radiopharmaceuticals inserted into an organ by calculating the annihilation photons 

emitted from their short-lived isotope labels such as 11C, 18F and 15O. The ideal compliance 

of PET imaging with tracer measurement principles is simply stemming from the 

instrumentation that allows absolute quantification, nature of the target tracers that fit well 

in the tracer concentrations, and neutral influence of radiolabels on the tracer properties 

(Turkheimer et al., 2014).  

The process of radiolabel isotopes production begins inside a particle accelerator called 

cyclotron using electromagnetic field for propelling charged particles to high velocity and 

energy level. The molecule is then shot into a reaction vessel usually filled with a gas 

mixture when the reaction between gas and the particle generates the positron emitting 
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isotope that is bound to the reactive molecule as what is called the ‘label’ (Rizzo et al., 

2014; Turkheimer et al., 2014) 

In positron emission tomography, the distribution of a tracer labeled with positron emitters 

such as 18F, and 11C is a fundamental parameter to be measured. The radioactivity of the 

PET tracer in blood and target organs is being monitored once the ligand is injected into 

the samples’ body. The annihilation of the radiated positron with an adjacent slow-paced 

electron emits two γ-rays in reverse direction. The two photons will be detected as they 

simultaneously collide with the detector ring placed in the scanner (Gerhard, 2016; van 

den Hoff et al., 2014). Accordingly, the coincident detections are reconstructed in 

timeframes, whereas the single photon detections or signals with angles different from 180o 

will be considered as a noise. Meanwhile the blood sample data should be corrected for 

the impurities and tracer bound to red blood cells, plasma proteins etc., in order to quantify 

the ligand’s free fraction in blood plasma (Turkheimer et al., 2015) .  

 

 

 

To refine the poor spatial resolution of the reconstructed images and more importantly to 

better addressing the location of voxels with gradient of emission in PET imaging data and 

relating the anatomical structure to the radioligand kinetics, the images are usually overlaid 

Figure 6. Dynamic PET imaging, experimental framework, and data acquisition Reprinted 

from (Turkheimer et al., 2015) 
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onto corresponding slice of MR images. Hence, it is very important to consider the 

relativity of the spatial resolutions in MR and the PET images, since the disproportionate 

spatial resolution causes a disruption called Partial Volume Effect However, PVE can be 

corrected using various methods either during or after the image reconstruction (Carson, 

2005; Erlandsson et al., 2012). 

Radioligands injected into the patient’s body, reach to the organ and tissue of interest via 

number of processes. The ligand that carries the isotope can be translocated around the 

body via circulatory and perfusion, transported over the membrane either actively or 

passively. However, it can even transport inside the cell. Chemical substances may be 

transformed by interference of enzymes and similar reactions, or via non-covalently 

combining with another partner molecule such as protein etc., to form a single complex 

that plays a special role in the organism target tissue (Imaizumi et al., 2008; Salmon et al., 

1990; Turkheimer et al., 2015). 

The physiology of the radiotracers in regions of interest (ROI) or in a target voxel is 

generally represented as exchanges between tissue compartments and therefore it is 

quantified with use of compartment modeling techniques. Compartments containing a 

certain quantity of a substance, may be overlapping physically since they may carry 

different forms of chemical species. In simplified definition, the quantification process can 

be explained as measuring the amount of the chemical that goes inside one compartment 

minus the amount that goes out of it. The concentration of the compounds is not measurable 

directly, so one natural solution is to inject a radiotracer with a decent binding potential to 

the target compound, and then monitor and track the tracer concentration and measure the 

process of transformation, translocation or binding of it in the target region (Tuisku et al., 

2019).  

In a dynamic experiment design, the tracer ligand can be injected as a short bolus and be 

monitored and quantified while the tracer’s concentration changes across different 

compartment. The dynamic design allows all the exchange rates between compartments to 

be estimated. Nonetheless, in another form of experiment called steady-state experiment 

design a single measurement can be taken onward the compound reaches the equilibrium 

after injection (Turkheimer et al., 2015). 
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Compartment modeling of the radiotracer concentration is design in two common forms 

namely Two-Tissue 3 compartment model (2TCM) in series (Figure 7 A) and parallel 

simplified reference tissue model (Figure 7 B).  

Kinetic analysis methods 

In 2TCM compartmental model the flow state of the molecules is divided to 3 

compartments of which C0 (CP) represents the activity concentration of the free ligand in 

the blood plasma before penetrating the BBB, C1 (CND) includes lumped free ligand that 

inserted the BBB toward the tissue plus the amount of the radioligand that has bound to 

the non-specific molecules on its way to the tissue after inserting the BBB, and finally C2 

(CB) represents the specifically bound ligand inside the target tissue. These parameters are 

being measured in a steady-state design along with measuring the exchange rates between 

these 3 stages of molecular flow when the compound reaches the equilibrium, assuming 

that almost all the molecules have the opportunity to transfer and exchange between the 

different compartments. 

A) B) 

 

 

Figure 7. A)2TCM      B) Simplified reference tissue model 

Modified and reprinted from (Turku PET Centre, 2021) 

 

The parallel model consisting of a pair of parallelly adjusted one-tissue compartment 

models with mutual input functions. This model is based on the assumption that the rapid 

kinetics of the ligand exchanging between C1 and C2 compared to that of the C0 and C2 so 

that the C1 and C2 can be combined and ROI kinetic will be calculated as a singularly (CT) 

(Feng et al., 1995; Phelps et al., 1979). These two models are kinetically indistinguishable, 

K1 K3 

C0 C1 C2 

K2 K4 

K1a 

K1b 
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C2 
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which can be more clearly illustrated via comparing the Time-Activity Curve simulation 

plots for both models on the same tissue, as the plots in Figures 8 and 9 indicating that any 

PET data that can fit into one model, it can be also fitted with the other. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8. “The same TAC can be simulated from the two 2TCM models (Fig. 7 A and B), using the 

same input function. On the left side, total tissue concentration curve (red line) is 

simulated using the model with tissue compartments (green and blue lines) in series. On 

the right side, total tissue concentration curve (red line) is simulated using the model 

with tissue compartments (green and blue lines) in parallel. For simplicity, contribution 

of blood radioactivity inside tissue vasculature is not considered in these simulations” 

Modified and reprinted from (Turku PET Centre, 2021) 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9. “In the case of irreversible tissue uptake kinetics, the same TAC can be simulated from 

the two 2TCM models. On the left side, total tissue concentration curve (red line) is 

simulated using the model with tissue compartments (green and blue lines) in series, and 

with k4=0. On the right side, total tissue concentration curve (red line) is simulated using 

the model with tissue compartments (green and blue lines) in parallel, and with k2b=0.” 

Modified and reprinted from (Turku PET Centre, 2021) 
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In one-tissue compartmental model the total radioactivity is calculated via augmenting the 

two compartments: 

1) CT(t) = C1(t) + C2(t) 

In 2TCM series model (Figure 7 A), the concentration of the ligand can be calculated by 

two differential equations as follows: 

2) 
𝑑𝐶1(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
= 𝐾1𝐶0(𝑡)– (𝐾2 + 𝐾3)𝐶1(𝑡) + 𝐾4𝐶2(𝑡) 

3) 
𝑑𝐶2(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
= 𝐾3𝐶1(𝑡)– 𝐾4𝐶2(𝑡) 

Whereas for the parallel 2TCM model (Figure 7 B), the ligands concentration curves C1(t) 

and C2(t) can be calculated by two identical differential equations: 

4) 
𝑑𝐶1(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
= 𝐾1𝑎𝐶0(𝑡)– 𝐾2𝑎𝐶1(𝑡) 

5) 
𝑑𝐶2(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
= 𝐾1𝑏𝐶0(𝑡)– 𝐾2𝑏𝐶2(𝑡) 

Nonetheless, the parameters of the compartment model in each format can be 

transformed into the parameters of the other: 

- Series – Parallel 

6) 𝐾1𝑎  =
𝐾1

𝐾2𝑏–𝐾2𝑎
 . (𝐾3  +  𝐾4 – 𝐾2𝑎) 

7) 𝐾2𝑎  =
𝐾2+𝐾3+𝐾4 – √(𝐾2+𝐾3+𝐾4)

2  – (4𝐾2𝐾4)

2
  

8) 𝐾1𝑏  =
𝐾1

𝐾2𝑏–𝐾2𝑎
 . (𝐾2𝑎 − 𝐾3 – 𝐾4) 

9) 𝐾2𝑏  =
𝐾2+𝐾3+𝐾4+ √(𝐾2+𝐾3+𝐾4)

2  – (4𝐾2𝐾4)

2
 

- Parallel – Series 

10) 𝐾1  =  (𝐾1𝑎  + 𝐾1𝑏) 

11) 𝐾1𝑎  =
𝐾1𝑎𝐾2𝑎+ 𝐾1𝑏𝐾2𝑏

𝐾1𝑎+𝐾1𝑏
  

12) 𝐾3  =
𝐾1𝑎𝐾2𝑏 + 𝐾1𝑏𝐾_2𝑎

𝐾1𝑎 + 𝐾1𝑏
 +  

𝐾2𝑎𝐾2𝑏.(𝐾1𝑎 + 𝐾1𝑏)

𝐾1𝑎𝐾2𝑎+𝐾1𝑏𝐾2𝑏
 

13) 𝐾4  =
𝐾2𝑎𝐾2𝑏 (𝐾1𝑎 + 𝐾1𝑏) 

𝐾1𝑎𝐾2𝑎 + 𝐾1𝑏𝐾2𝑏
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For quantification of the radioligand’s binding, the macro-parameters calculated from the 

estimation of the kinetic model ratios are used, which are obtained by fitting the model 

equations in its TAC. One significant and vastly used microparameter, defined as a tissue 

to arterial plasma concentration rate constant is called a volume of distribution and is 

shown in short as VT. Calculation of VT provides a ratio of bind-specific (VS) and non-

displaceable fraction of the radiotracer (VND), and therefore, the Volume of distribution in 

total would be the sum of these two fractions (Morris et al., 2004).  

14) VT  =  VS  +  VND 

However, VT is obtained with variety of efficient computational methods else than 

compartment modelling, such as graphical Logan plot, a linearized method in which the 

activity concentration in target region (CT) and the arterial plasma concentration (CP or C0 

in Figure 7 A) will be set in a linear equation as follows: 

15) 
∫ 𝐶𝑇(𝑠)
𝑡

0
𝑑𝑠

𝐶𝑇(𝑡)
= 𝑉𝑇

∫ 𝐶𝑝(𝑠)𝑑𝑠
𝑡

0

𝐶𝑇(𝑡)
+ 𝑏 

In this equation, after the time (t) from the administration of the radioligand, the parameter 

b represents a linear trend in the curve of which the slope can be calculated and presented 

as VT (Logan, 2000). At the equilibrium, the quantification of the ratio of the specifically bound 

PET-tracer in relation with non-displaceable radioligand can be presented using the formula: 

16) 

{
 
 

 
   1 )BP𝑁𝐷 = f𝑁𝐷

𝐵avail

𝐾𝑑
                                                                           

 
 

  2 ) BP𝑁𝐷 =
𝑉𝑆

𝑉𝑁𝐷
 =  

𝑉𝑇 − 𝑉𝑁𝐷

𝑉𝑁𝐷
 =  

𝑉𝑇

𝑉𝑁𝐷
−  1 =  𝐷𝑉𝑅 –  1              

 

 

In equation (16 - 1), BPND  represents the non-displaceable binding potential equals to the 

free fraction of the radioligand in non-displaceable compartment (fND) multiplied by the 

number of available receptors (Bavail) divided by the receptor affinity dissociation constant 

(Kd). Equation (16 - 2) showing the BPND equal to the volume of distribution of the 

specifically bound divided by the non-displaceable radioligand. transforming the equation 

via replacing the VS by its origin, VT - VND, BPND relates to the distribution volume ratio 

(DVR) with partial fraction decomposition obtaining  
𝑉𝑇

𝑉𝑁𝐷
−  1. Also, DVR is the ratio 
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estimate of volume of distribution in the target tissue compared to the reference area in the 

organ (Innis et al., 2007). 

The process of obtaining the arterial input function is an inconvenient invasive approach 

that is not risk free and may cause further complications, beside the costly and error 

sensitive analysis routine. Hence, the simplified compartmental models are used based on 

the reference region as an input function, in order to omit the arterial input data and provide 

the direct estimation of the macro-parameters.  

The suitable reference region selected for this purpose has to meet two important criteria, 

first to contain no specific radioligand binding, and second the non-displaceable 

distribution volume (VND) and the non-specific radioligand binding must be similar in 

reference region and the target ROI (Turkheimer et al., 2015). Due to heterogeneity and 

diffusivity of the degradation and axonal demyelination in MS, finding an anatomically 

consistent reference region that meets the optimum requirements is either very difficult or 

impossible. In this case, a supervised cluster algorithm (SVCA) can be utilized to iterate 

through the brain imaging data and define a cluster (Pseudo-reference region) of 

distinctively detected voxels in the brain which meet the similar criteria as of the ideal 

reference region (Yaqub et al., 2012). The algorithm is designed to examine the voxel-

level distribution volume in the brain to collect a group of minimal sections in the WM of 

healthy controls, as well as those in the NAWM of the MS patients which meet the 

requirements within a determined standard deviation (SD) of the mean value of the global 

healthy WMs (Herranz et al., 2016).  

In the absence of a proper anatomical reference tissue, obtaining a pseudo-reference cluster 

allows quantification of the PET tracer’s distribution and the radioactivity concentration 

using simplified methods and less complex kinetic modeling approaches. In this study 

several methods of quantification have been examined initially before selecting a particular 

method for further analysis, which can be briefly explained as follows. 

Logan graphical analysis (Logan VT) 

For analysis of the distribution volume and distribution volume ratio using Logan graphical 

method, having measured the Time Activity Curve (TAC) of an obtained reference source 

(either anatomical or in voxel-level), Logan graphical model can be applied using an 

equation as follows: 
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17) 
∫ 𝐶𝑇(𝜏)
𝑡

0
𝑑𝜏

𝐶𝑇(𝑡)
= 𝐷𝑉𝑅

∫ 𝐶𝑅(𝜏)𝑑𝜏+𝐶𝑅(𝜏)/𝑘2
′𝑡

0

𝐶𝑇(𝜏)
+ 𝑏 

CR(t) and CT(t) respectively denote the activity concentration of the radioligand measured 

in PET imaging in the reference region and the target tissue. 𝑘2′  denotes the population 

averaged tissue-to-plasma flow constant (in min -1) from the reference ROI (Logan, 2000). 

The DVR here can be quantified as the slope of the linear allotment (t > t*) in a related plot 

of the equation       (∫ 𝐶𝑅(𝜏)
𝑡

0
𝑑𝜏 +

𝐶𝑅(𝑡)

𝑘2
′ ) /𝐶𝑇(𝑡)         Versus  (∫ 𝐶𝑇(𝜏)

𝑡

0
𝑑𝜏) / 𝐶𝑇(𝑡). 

 

Standardized Uptake Volume (SUV) 

Simplification of the PET study protocols is considered as a preferable approach in clinical 

studies, which helps reducing the scan time and avoiding the arterial cannulation. In this 

regard, direct utilization of the activity concentration to calculate the tissue-to-plasma ratio, 

tissue-to-blood or the tissue-to-reference ROI ratio is a conventionally used method. If it 

is possible to extract the blood activity from the image data, among the mentioned ratios, 

Tissue-to-blood ratio is particularly a favorable method to use in diagnostic studies. These 

ratios are simply called SUV ratios. SUV is a commonly used and robust PET quantifier, 

equal to the ratio of the tissue radioactivity concentration [kBq/mL] at time T and 

administered dose [MBq] of injection, compared to the body weight of the subject: 

18) SUV =
𝐶𝑃𝐸𝑇(𝑇)

𝐷𝑜𝑠𝑒/𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
=

𝑇𝐴𝐶

𝐷𝑜𝑠𝑒/𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
  

 

SUV in the above equation implicates the ratio of the regional radioactivity concentration 

in the whole body and thus the average SUV of the whole body is similar to the density of 

the body ( ≲ 1). In PET studies, a radioligand dose and the radioactivity of the tissue must 

be decay corrected to the same time point. Using the above-mentioned units, SUV will be 

presented by [g/ml]. 

Challenges with PET imaging in pathological MS studies in vivo 

PET imaging of the brain faces a series of restrictions which may lead to underperforming 

results in the related studies. The process of PET imaging is highly expensive, and the 

invasive catheterization for arterial input function which may cause further complications, 
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and also there are strict ethical issues with the radiation exposure that may lead to a small 

sample size. 

Moreover, despite the major effort on developing the new generation radioligands the ideal 

image quality has not been delivered so far. Such a barrier is assumed to relate to a number 

of obstacles such as the overintensified TSPO binding on the BBB that confuses the 

pathological tissues’ signal. This is mainly because the proportion of the free ligand in 

blood plasma and near the BBB is much higher than the remaining ligand that penetrates 

the BBB towards the brain. A part of the latter fraction reaches the microglia and binds 

with the TSPO in the mitochondria after exchanging with a number of non-specific sites 

in its way. The signal received from the target tissue is obscured by the disproportional 

signal from the ligand portion that resides near the BBB. For a proper analysis, the 

obscured signal needs an adequate modeling to be properly identified (Rizzo et al., 2014). 

Other limitations and flaws are corresponding the restricted instrumentation, and 

unavailability of tissue reference region due to an extensive TSPO binding at BBB that 

masks the brain tissues(Turkheimer et al., 2015). 

Last but not least, the nucleotide polymorphism in the TSPO gene variates the binding 

affinity in different participants which requires proper modelling and specific 

quantification approaches to clearly identify the genotypes in analysis. The nucleotide 

polymorphism leads to variation of binding affinity in second generation TSPO tracers at 

a population level (Owen et al., 2012). This trait categorizes the individuals to 3 groups of 

high affinity binders (HABs), low affinity binders (LABs), and mixed affinity binders, 

contributed to by one low-affinity site and one high-affinity site. The binding differences 

across TSPO genotypes vary due to the ligand affinity. Regarding that the PBR28 is the 

ligand with the highest affinity, for which the affinity difference translates in a 2:1 TSPO 

signal in PET images in HABs compared with MABs, the genetic stratification of the 

subjects is essential to be taken into account (Turkheimer et al., 2015). 

Tackling such difficulties requires the implementation of methods that allow identifying 

of the fraction of the TSPO that specifically represents the inflammatory response due to 

MS. This must be performed via identifying the bind-specific radioligand in the target 

ROIs distinct form the free fraction in nonspecific sites within the CNS and its 

surroundings. Regarding the diffusivity and heterogenous characteristic of the TSPO in the 

MS brain, one gigantic challenge would be the limitation and flaw in quantification of the 
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radioligand’s activity concentration. Above all, finding a robust method for measuring and 

determining a suitable reference region either anatomical or pseudo-reference obtained via 

supervised cluster algorithms is essential. In this study, the main objective is to test a group 

of quantification methods and kinetic modeling approaches, considering the different 

reference regions and behavior of the normalized data based on each of them. 

3. AIMS OF THE STUDY 

The overall objective of this study was to evaluate the novel quantification methods for 

analyzing neuroinflammation via TSPO radioligand aimed at acquiring the most robust 

quantification method among all. The specific aims, pursued in this study are more 

descriptively stated as follows: 

- Analysis of the imaging data obtained from a clinical cohort with SPMS, 

compared to healthy controls, considering a selected TSPO polymorphism 

genotype. 

- Evaluation and exploration of an optimal approach for analysis of the  

11C-PBR28 imaging in progressive Multiple Sclerosis. 
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4. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

4.1 Study population 

This study was carried out complementing the clinical examinations for MS study in Turku 

University Hospital (TYKS) and based on the data collected in Turku PET Centre with the 

initial group of 31 human participants, including 16 MS patients and 15 healthy volunteers 

(Figure 10). MS patients have been recruited via hospital district of southwest Finland, in 

addition to healthy control data, collected from control subjects that had previously 

enrolled at Turku PET Centre, localized in Turku university hospital campus. Ethical 

principles of Hospital District of Southwest Finland have been considered for examination 

approvals. Participants were provided with all necessary information and guidance for 

participation in the trial in advance and their consents have been collected (Tuisku, 2021). 

Exclusion criteria for all study participants during the imaging were the detection of a 

current major neurological and psychiatric illness such as schizophrenia or major 

depression, substance abuse and drug dependency, history of a serious somatic, cognitive, 

or neurological deficit. Subjects with claustrophobia, pregnancy and medication for 

diabetes were also excluded from the initial study group. In regards with confirmation of 

these criteria, every subject underwent examinations, and their medical history was 

assessed (Tuisku et al., 2019). SPMS patients have followed certain criteria with two 

features, first including the definite disease with over two years since their last relapses, 

and second, having lesion load larger than 9 (T2 hyper intense MS-lesions) according to 

Barkhof criteria (Barkhof et al., 1997) 

Moreover, prior to the first scan, participants were assessed for presence of metallic 

composite implants, prostheses in their body, pacemaker, ICD etc., due to their safety while 

being placed within the strong electromagnetic field inside the MRI tube. Subjects carrying 

any of these MRI incompatible devices/objects must be excluded from the study procedure. 
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Genotyping of the subjects were performed for the rs6971 polymorphism of the TSPO 

gene, classified in two major classes of mixed-affinity binders (including 13 SPMS 

subjects and 11 HC) and high-affinity binders (3 SPMS patients and 4 HC). Patients’ 

background of MS treatments and diagnosis were assessed and EDSS has been measured 

at the baseline imaging. EDSS average in SPMS group was equal to 4.7 obtained from the 

group scale with minimum value of 2.0, and 7.5 at maximum. The SPMS patients’ average 

age was 56.26 ± 8.20 years, while that of the healthy controls was 62.49 ± 8.02, indicating 

that the MS patients and healthy controls are not considered exactly age matched. Body 

mass index at baseline ranged from 18.6 to 33.6 (25.55 ± 4.34) for patients and 22.3 to 

30.6 (26.19 ± 2.27) in healthy subject group (Tuisku, 2021). Descriptive statistics of 

subjects’ clinical characteristics, demographic and MRI data are illustrated in Figure 10. 

In the present study 15 MS patients have been selected with secondary progressive MS, 

and one patient diagnosed of RRMS (Female, age at baseline = 39) was excluded from the 

rest of the study. Also, the imaging data of one SPMS patient (Female, age 71.3) was 
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Figure 10. Study population, Clinical characteristics, processing, and selection of the 

subjects. MS = Multiple Sclerosis, SPMS = Secondary progressive multiple 
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removed from the study due to its missing values and artifact in MR images. Furthermore, 

the data belonged to four other subjects (including 2 MABs and 2 HABs) were discarded 

because the PET data showed insufficient arterial information and distorted TAC content. 

4.2 Data acquisition 

For both healthy controls and SPMS patients, structural MR brain imaging has been  

performed under supervision of the study physician, aimed at exclusion of individuals with 

anatomical abnormalities and further delineation of the anatomical Regions of Interest for 

PET analysis. Accordingly, the PET imaging has been performed using 11C-PBR28 

radiotracer. The synthesis and also the mechanism of PET imaging performance is 

described complying with recently published articles from the same imaging project 

(Tuisku et al., 2019) 

4.2.1 MR Imaging 

Nowadays, not only the utilization of MR imaging is particularly important for confirming 

the clinical diagnosis and further monitoring of MS patients, but also the structural data 

obtained from MR brain imaging of subjects is an essential component in performing of a 

neuroradiological analysis. Subsequent assessment of lesions and normal appearing brain 

tissue applying Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM/Matlab) according to brain templates 

and atlases are other remarkable usability of MRI data. Further, in PET analysis the PET 

data attenuation correction, partial volume correction, and anatomical reference region 

extraction is based on the corresponding co-registered brain MRI in PET/MRI studies 

(Rissanen, 2015; Tuisku, 2021). The data provided for the present study is obtained in 

Turku PET Centre utilizing 3Tesla Philips scanner for acquisition of T1-weighted scans 

(Philips Medical Systems, Cleveland, OH, USA). The imaging protocol included axial T1 

weighted, axial T2 weighted, Coronal T2 weighted, Fluid Attenuated Inversion Recovery 

(FLAIR), axial Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI) with 16 directions and axial gadolinium-

enhanced 3D T1 weighted sequences (Tuisku et al., 2019). 

4.2.2 PET imaging of the MS brains 

Every study subject data used in the present study was collected from the PET imaging 

process priorly carried out at the Turku PET Centre, utilizing the brain-dedicated, ECAT 
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High Resolution Research Tomography (HRRT) (CTI / Siemens, Knoxville, TN, USA), a 

high-resolution dual-layer crystal-detector PET scanner with 2.5 mm intrinsic spatial 

resolution in radial and axial directions, and almost the entire brain coverage up to level of 

foramen magnum  due to 10 cm field of view. A flexible, individually shaped thermoplastic 

mask was used to minimize the head movements during the scan, alongside a Polaris Vicra 

motion detector device (Northern Digital Inc., Waterloo, Ontario, Canada) recording the 

head movements for motion tracking and quality control. The arterial catheterization was 

done to the right arm inserting the radialis; the injection dose of 500 MBq 3 (min. 250 

MBq) was administered as a smooth intravenous bolus in less than 10 seconds at the time 

of injection. For attenuation correction, a 6-minute transmission scan was run utilizing the 

137Cs point source of the HRRT scanner after which a blood sample was taken for 

hematocrit assessment. Thereafter, the dynamic imaging was performed, data collection 

started 2 minutes before the radioligand was injected, and then the timer started at the 

injection moment. 

PET data acquisition has been carried out in 70 minutes of resting state for each participant. 

PET/MR image reconstruction, frame length, arterial blood sampling and radio metabolites 

analysis have been decently described in recently published articles of the project which 

comply to protocols, previously described in the review of imaging techniques in this 

manuscript (Tuisku et al., 2019; Turkheimer et al., 2014). 

PET images were coregistered and realigned to their corresponding MR images, also 

segmented into white and grey tissue classes with use of the Statistical parametric mapping 

toolset (SPM, version 12), running in MATLAB (The Mathworks, Natick, MA). A list of 

anatomical regions (Cingulate gyrus (CIN), Caudate (CAU), Putamen (PUT), Amygdala (AMG), Insula 

(INS), Pallidum (PAL), VDC, Brainstem (BS), Corpus Callosum (CC), Normal Appearing White Matter 

(NAWM), Grey Matter cortex (GMctx), Cerebellum (CER)) were segmented using Freesurfer 

software (v5.3.0, Fischl, 2012) (v5.3.0, http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu), Further, 

automated anatomical ROIs were generated via Automated Anatomical Labeling (AAL) 

(Frontal (FRO), Parietal (PAR), Temporal (TMP), Occipital (OCC), Thalamus (THA) , Hippocampus (HIP)) 

onto the MR images (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002). The MR images were realigned with 

the summed PET images using deformation fields regarding the MRI segmentation 

 

3 MBq (Mega Becquerel) is the SI unit for Radioactivity 

http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/
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followed by multiplication of imaging data by the grey matter segment within the threshold 

of GM > 0.5 (Tuisku, 2021). 

ROI extraction (delineation) was carried out through pursuing technical steps using T2 

weighted and FLAIR MR images for identifying the T2 hyperintense lesions followed by 

generating the T1 hypointense lesions, semi-automatic drawing of the lesion masks and 

obtaining of the lesion load volumes. Next, T1 hypointense lesions were categorized into 

two groups,  the gadolinium positive and negative, aimed at evaluating the intralesional 

WM ROIs and considering the two lesion sets as the core of the perilesional WM areas 

(Tuisku et al., 2019). A graphical roadmap for the lesion ROI extraction in WM of SPMS 

patients of this study is presented in the Figure 11.  
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Figure 11. The process of brain MS lesions segmentation and delineation of the ROIs has been 

demonstrated in this figure, performing of the coregistered PET/MR imaging data 

onward the preprocessing levels, using in-house software,  Freesurfer (v5.3.0, Fischl, 

2012) and Matlab-SPM12 (The Mathworks, Natick, MA). 
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4.3 Data Analysis 

In this study, the image data was pre-evaluated using semi-quantitative 3D image analysis 

tools such as ImageJ (Rasband & Silva, 2006). Imported into the software analysis 

interface, the relevant PET images were overlayed on top of the MR image. Additionally, 

the WM lesion areas were cropped from the image data using the corresponding slices and 

highlighting the lesion and perilesional area. The selected ROIs were processed for 

quantifying and visualizing a 3D surface plot. In the 3-dimensional plot, the heatmap and 

the elevated surfaces are expected to implicate the intensity of ligand concentration as it is 

demonstrated in the Figure 12. 

1) 2) 3) 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
Figure 12. 3D surface plot of the MS plaque surrounding (from Turku PET Centre’s MS image 

data).  1) PET-MR (coregistered) image, cropping the lesion and its rim within the 

WM, located near the temporal lobe on the right hemisphere of the patient’s brain.          

2) The top-down view of the plotted values of the plaque surrounding with highlighted 

lesion and its rim in the lower image.         3) The 3D view of the plot. The elevated 

surfaces represent the increasing concentration in the area, elevated surfaces are 

expected to be placed on the rim of the lesion as we normally expect the higher 

concentration on the perilesional areas while the center of the lesion is supposed to be 

concave due to thew presence of the dead neuronal cells which do not deliver any 

imaging signal. 

As is shown in the figure, the 3D visualized results illustrate a hampered valuation in the 

perilesional areas, which do not indicate any certain value obtained from the 

radioactivity concentration on the rims of the lesions. The PET images obtained from the 

initial values seem to not meet the expected requirements of the study for further analysis. 

Hence, the MR/PET imaging data required a series of  modifications through a number 

of procedures in order to obtain a more accurate basis for data normalization and 

selecting a suitable reference region among the anatomical areas or via voxel-wise 

supervised cluster algorithm. 
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The quantification of the raw values from the TAC of the imaging data carried out using 

SPM12 and Matlab was partly done in methodology of this thesis. The quantification 

model and the Matlab algorithm was studied and test-modified for applying on the current 

data. Nonetheless, obtaining of the final values were only partly assisted under supervision 

of the technical advisor of this thesis. Moreover, the modification of the Supervised 

Clustering algorithm originally developed at Harvard University (Herranz et al., 2016) was 

studied, and partly assisted. Last but not least, an in-house algorithm was developed using 

supervised classification model in a similar manner for obtaining a pseudo-reference 

cluster of the brain in voxel-level, which was then discarded from this study due to 

inaccuracies and ineffectiveness compared to Herranz algorithm.  

The following steps including the numerical data wrangling, data preparation, statistical 

models and analysis were all carried out utilizing a python code developed during this 

study (referencing Pandas, Numpy, Matplotlib, Seaborn, Stats opensource libraries). 

 Accordingly, The distribution concentration was compared across a list of regions, 

accounting the value represented by healthy controls in population level compared to those 

obtained from the SPMS patients data. This comparison is aimed at enabling the 

qualification of the different clusters of the brain, regarding the criteria for reference region 

selection. Among all of the regions included in this session, few of them showed the similar 

perfusion characteristic as the target tissues, similarity in the biomarker concentration in 

both patients and controls, while showing much lower specific binding with the radioligand 

molecules (Figure 13). 

Values obtained in different anatomical segments of the brain in addition to those of the 

target ROIs were normalized across the values in the selected reference regions. 

Subsequently, the average normalized content was visualized in scatter matrices to 

demonstrate the correlation of the different reference regions for normalization bases.  

The Partial Volume Effect (PVE) in co-registered MR and PET images is caused by 

binding differences between the adjacent ROIs and also by increased binding of the 

radiotracer in the non-specific binding sites around the cortical area. The PVE was 

corrected using the Geometric Transfer Matrix (GTM) method for all activity curves 

(Roussel et al., 1998). The distribution volume (VT) was quantified also using Multilinear 

Analysis-1 (Ma1) alongside Logan graphical methods, as well as SUV was re-obtained via 
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the equations that are previously mentioned in the literature review. Distribution volume 

and standardized uptake value ratios were quantified in the same manner as the previous 

step, preparing the values for further level analysis. 

Finally, The 2-Tissue compartmental modeled data was quantified and processed onward 

all of other data in previous approaches. Ratios including the Distribution Volume Ratios 

(DVR) of the same regions based on four selected reference regions (CER, OCC, Href, 

GMctx) and the constant exchange rate of the ligand (K1) outside and inside of the tissue 

compartment were delivered. The voxel-level pseudo-reference region was obtained via 

modified version of Herranz supervised cluster algorithm in Matlab concluding DVR and 

SUVR with significance threshold at P < 0.05 (Herranz et al., 2016). The comparison of 

the distribution concentration between different tissues were visualized using Python 

programming frameworks and algorithm for data analysis (Pandas, Matplotlib, Numpy, 

Seaborn) 

4.4 Statistical methods 

In the demographic table in the results section, all comparisons and MRI metrics have been 

demonstrated as means and standard deviations. The results of the demographic 

comparisons are shown with t-test p-value and have been marked with * in case of 

significance. 

Using the selected final method demonstrated in this study, being the 2TCM 

compartmental modeled logan VT, the ligand’s distribution concentration has been 

compared between healthy controls and SPMS patients first in three anatomical regions 

showing the most concentration activity in the initial evaluations and also previous studies 

(Sucksdorff et al., 2020; Tuisku et al., 2019). Additionally, K1 perfusion constant ratio 

between the free ligand in the blood plasma before penetrating the BBB and the second 

compartment placed after the BBB before the specific binding tissue, has been accounted 

for a general investigation. Accordingly, the constant ratio and the DVR have been 

considered in the statistical model, using python programming language. The independent 

T-test P-value was validated and annotated on the visualized comparison plots using 

Seaborn and Statannot. 
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5. RESULTS 

Participants’ demographic information, MR Imaging and clinical data and TSPO binding 

genotypes are illustrated in Table 2. Though the two groups are not completely matched in 

BMI and age, their differences are not significant. The proportion of the female population 

is higher among the SPMS patients than the controls, as the 7 females versus 2 male SPMS 

patients are included in the study, whereas 3 females versus 8 male subjects participated 

as healthy controls. The long duration of the disease in SPMS subjects is associated with 

EDSS grade 3 and above averaged around 4.72. In healthy controls’ MRI content, GM 

cortex mean volume is quite close to the normal appearing WM, whereas in SPMS subjects 

the difference between the same parameters is considerable. Also, the descriptive statistic 

and t-test p-value represent a significantly lower average volume in the cerebral NAWM, 

Thalamus and cortical GM of SPMS patients compared to those of the healthy participants. 

Table 2. Demographics and clinical characteristics (mean [SD]) 

 Controls (n = 11) SPMS (n=9) SPMS vs. HC 

  
Gender (F/M) 3/8 7/2 F/M * (P<.05) 

Age (years) 62.66 ± 8.50 56.26 ± 8.69 P > .05 

BMI 26.98  ± 2.38 25.51 ± 4.64 P > .05 

Disease duration -- 20.64 ± 5.91  

EDSS -- 4.72 ± 1.77  

Genotype MAB MAB  

    
MRI metrics (mean [SD])  

  
NAWM volume 478.32 ± 60.35 381.88 ± 63.98 * P < .05 

GM volume 475.52 ± 40.39 418.04 ± 50.41 * P < .05 

Thalamus volume 14.82 ± 1.74 13.04 ± 2.04 * P < .05 

all T1 lesion -- 5.52 ± 3.96  

all T2 lesion -- 15.07 ± 9.52  

 

Demographic, MRI, and clinical characteristics of the study subjects. Proportion of the Female 

population is calculated via calculation of the standard error referred to the ‘standard 

normal Z distribution table’. Age, BMI and the MRI metrics have been compared 

between the two groups, using independent t-test with the significance threshold of <.05 
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Figure 13. Comparing the distribution concentration (Logan VT and SUV) measured in the 

anatomical regions and the pseudo-reference. The plot represents the VT  as the 

preferable parameter, also suggest caudate, cerebellum, occipital, grey matter cortex and 

Href as the best suiting references in the further analysis. 

VT = Volume of Distribution, SUV = Standardized Uptake Value, MAB = Mixed Affinity Binders,  

SPMS = Secondary Progressive Multiple Sclerosis, HC = Healthy Control 

 

As mentioned in the methodology section, for enabling of the quantification of different 

reference clusters in the brain at voxel level, we compared a list of regions according to 

the distribution concentration, obtained from the SPMS subjects over that of the HCs. A 

short number of the regions implied similar perfusion while representing lower specific 

binding with the radiotracer molecules (Figure 13). 
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Differences of the samples in each step of the study, illustrated in form of boxplots have 

been examined with independent t-test. The comparison of the raw data in scatter matrices 

is demonstrated with Spearman correlation (rho (p)), ’ in the upper orthogonal sections of 

the matrix (Figure 14). 

Figure 14. The scatter matrices provided an initial comparison between the different reference 

regions (Grey Matter cortex (GMctx), Cerebellum (Cer), Caudet (CAU), Occipital 

(OCC), Herranz Supervised Cluster reference region (Href)) suggestive for selecting the 

most adequate references among all (Herranz et al., 2016) 

VT = Volume of Distribution, SUV = Standardized Uptake Value, PVC = Partial Volume 

Correction, MS = Multiple Sclerosis, HC = Healthy Control, ns = Not Significant 
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The non-normalized data examined at this stage was taken into account before and after 

the Partial Volume Correction with GTM method and showed null result when comparing 

the distribution concentration of the two sample groups. The K1 constant ratio for the 

partial volume corrected data related to Thalamus shows a significant difference between 

the two groups of HC and SPMS. However, this parameter does not deliver any finding in 

favor of the aim of this study (Figure 15).  

Figure 15. 2TCM - 11C-PBR28, Thalamus, GM cortex, Normal appearing WM 

Non-normalized data after applying the 2TCM kinetic model has been examined 

considering the three selected ROIs (Thalamus, NAWM, GMctx), compared between 

healthy control participants and the SPMS patients. (The entire final sample is from MAB 

polymorphism genotype group).  

K1 = The perfusion rate constant of the free plasma ligand before and after the BBB, VT = Volume 

of Distribution, PVC = Partial Volume Correction, MS = Multiple Sclerosis, HC = 

Healthy Control, ns = Not Significant 

 

The null result at this stage is the motivation for further analysis of the data after 

normalization based on the selected reference ROIs (CER, GMctx, OCC) and the pseudo-

reference cluster (Href). Nonetheless, the volume of distribution did not show any 

significant difference in any of the target regions (Thal, GMctx, NAWM), on any 

normalization bases (CER, OCC, GMctx, Href). In the normalized case, K1 parameter 

showed higher amount in the normal white matter, normalized on basis of cerebellum and 

GMctx reference regions, for HC brain average ratio compared to the SPMS brains (Figure 

16). 
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Figure 16. Normalized 2TCM - 11C-PBR28, Thalamus, GM cortex, Normal appearing WM 

K1 shows a higher dynamic in Healthy brains’ data than those of the MS patients. 

Normal appearing WM values normalized based on Cerebellum and GMctx. Volume of 

Distribution VT yet does not show significant difference in neither of the selected ROIs 

and selected reference. 

K1 = The perfusion rate constant of the free plasma ligand before and after the BBB, VT = Volume 

of Distribution, PVC = Partial Volume Correction, MS = Multiple Sclerosis, HC = 

Healthy Control, ns = Not Significant 
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Figure 17. No partial volume corrected but normalized 2TCM_VT, in WM lesions and perilesional 

ROIS. Each box represents the value corresponding the target ROI mentioned in the plot 

header, normalized based on the reference region denoted below the box. 

2TCM = 2 Tissue – 3 Compartmental model, T1h = T1 hypointense lesions, T1hI3 = T1 lesions’ 0-

3mm inner rim, T1hO3= T lesions’ 1 3-6mm outer rim, T2l = T2 hyperintense lesions, 

T2lI3 = T2 lesions’ 0-3mm inner rim, T2lO3 = T2 lesions’ 3-6mm outer rim 

 

The volume of distribution quantified via the 2TCM compartmental model and no PVC 

imaging data, shown in the Figure 17, represents the volume of distribution of the 

radioligand on the SPMS brains white matter lesion areas and the perilesional rims 

segmented using T1 and T2 weighted MR images of the MS brains. The higher 

concentration volume of the tracer bound TSPO, is expected to be observed in the edge of 

chronically active lesions (T1hI3, T1hO3, T2lI3, T2hO3) representative of microglial 

activation. Though, the visualized data here indicates a slightly higher values in the lesion 

ROIs and the perilesional areas when the parameters are normalized based on cerebellum 

and Href pseudo-reference regions, the significance of the differences still does not meet 

the expected criteria of support for the study’s hypothesis. 
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6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

This study aims to find a robust mathematical method for quantification of the activity 

concentration of the radioligand 11C-PBR28, a bind specific radiotracer to the TSPO which 

is found to be a biomarker of the neuroinflammation, and microglia activation observed in 

the Multiple Sclerosis pathological in vivo studies. 11C-PBR28 is a second-generation 

radiotracer recently used for PET imaging of the nervous system, aimed at compensating 

the shortcomings that have been existed for more than 2 decades during PET analysis with 

use of the most conventional PET-tracer 11C-PK11195.  

The PET imaging data implemented in this study has been preprocessed and coregistered 

to the corresponding MRI data beforehand. TAC of brain regions were calculated after 

ROI segmentation and lesion delineation, using free surfer and SPM12. Thereafter the 

ligand activity concentration was estimated obtaining volume of distribution (delivered via 

Logan method and Ma1) in addition to the standardized uptake value. Accordingly, it has 

been tried to pre-examine the imaging data acquired from SPMS and healthy controls who 

underwent the PET-MR brain imaging, utilizing 11C-PBR28 radioligand. Subsequently, 

several models of quantification of the microglia activation were investigated by 

statistically comparing the tracer’s distribution concentration in different anatomical 

regions of the SPMS brain against those of the healthy controls. Finally, we narrowed down 

the number of the test-regions while also selecting a short list of the reference areas in the 

brain hypothesized as the most probable effective references, with a certain criteria of 

qualification. Additionally, a voxel level cluster obtained via modified algorithm in 

MATLAB has been accounted as the supervised clustering pseudo-reference to cover up 

lacking an effective anatomical reference region that stems from lack of the clear signal 

from the target tissue (Herranz et al., 2016).  

The primary estimates via boxplots using t-test and scatter matrices using spearman’s 

correlation coefficient, led to selecting a short list of regions considered for the 

normalization bases of the value quantification (Figure 13  and 14). Subsequently, the 

group comparison of the three main regions (Thalamus, NAWM, GMctx) before and after 

the normalization of the data was performed which did not deliver a significant finding. 

Nonetheless, neither of the examined methods delivered a significant result to justify the 

higher activity concentration of the disease biomarker in the affected areas including  
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perilesional rims of the chronically active and slowly growing lesions, a hypothesis that is 

broadly suggested by the previously published MS studies (Airas et al., 2015; Sucksdorff 

et al., 2020; Tuisku et al., 2019). Though, in the present study most of the possible methods 

for kinetic modeling and quantification of the distribution concentration of the ligand were 

tested in the primary steps, 2TCM compartmental modeled data was selected for analysis 

as the most probably robust model. Should be mentioned that Partial Volume Correction 

was performed for the imaging data used in every model applied in this study, though the 

data was analyzed both with and without PVE. 

In the traditional PET studies using 11C-PK11195, the unknown localization of the 

microglial activation and the abnormal TSPO density exposure throughout the nervous 

system are believed to be the most important challenges preventing the use of an 

anatomical reference region, either using a supervised cluster analysis to extract the 

reference TAC as an alternative input function instead of the blood plasma concentration 

(Betlazar et al., 2018; Imaizumi et al., 2008; Turkheimer et al., 2015).  

However, the second-generation radiotracers have not ideally improved the flaws of the 

11C-PK11195, especially about the poor signal to noise ratio and binding specificity 

shortcomings. Moreover, the dependency of the second generation radioligand to the 

nucleotide polymorphism in the 18kDA gene (rs6971) that classifies the binding affinity of the 

TSPO tracers in a sample group (HAB, MAB, LAB), could be considered as another main 

challenge for delivering a strong result that is not hampered by the diversity of the binding at the 

population level (Turkheimer et al., 2015). PET-MR imaging studies are usually carried out with a 

small sample groups due to many limitations such as the ethical protocols for radiation exposure, 

cost, and the invasive and inconvenient catheterization for acquiring the blood plasma input data. 

The latter challenge being the polymorphism genotyping of the sample cohorts, even squeezes the 

data size more, if not causing any total data dropouts (Tuisku et al., 2019). In this study, the initial 

sample cohort consisting of 16 MS patients and 15 healthy controls, has dismissed 7 patients, and 

4 controls, among which 2 SPMS and 4 HC were dropped out because of the different genotype 

polymorphism and the hampered result was delivered from those samples’ TAC data. 

Data acquisition in a sample cohort with a larger size is obviously an advantage for 

obtaining stronger results. Moreover, regarding the challenges with variety of methods in 

this study leading to a null result, accounting the blood plasma concentration input function 

as reference could be a possible suggestion which may reconcile or improve the current 
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finding by providing the study with more reliable bases for the quantification of the 

distribution concentration of the radioligand.  
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